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Inland Waters as Aids to Health
When it comes to health and recreation, inland waters take high rank,
although not so important as the ocean. How high they stand is evident
from the way in which summer cottages and camps skirt the shores of
lakes, ponds, and rivers all over the United States. The boy who goes
to the swimming hole on a hot summer day is illustrating the importance
of inland waters in this respect. So, too, is his sister who takes her
sewing down by the river to enjoy the cool breeze, and his college cousin
who goes to Canada on a canoe trip. Few summer resorts are more
famous than those around the Rangeley Lakes at Lakes Champlain,
George, and Placid, and along the shores of the upper peninsula of
Michigan. The Thousand Isles in the picturesque St. Lawrence River
are equally noteworthy, as are Lakes Louise and Tahoe in the western
mountains.
Inland Waters as a Source of Minerals
Fresh-water lakes and rivers do not furnish minerals, but other inland
bodies of water are a source of medicinal salts, iron ore, peat, salt, and
potash. Many springs such as those of Saratoga, N. Y., and Warm
Springs, Ga., are full of dissolved minerals which have a most valuable
healing quality. Bog iron ore is often deposited at the bottom of swamps.
Such swamps of glacial origin abound in the sandy region of south-
eastern Massachusetts, where they are often used for cranberries. Be-
cause of them, that region was the main source of iron ore for the early
New England settlers. The first iron foundry in America was estab-
lished at Lynn in 1643 to smelt the ore from neighboring bogs. Today
bog iron ore is of little importance because the deposits are so small.
Swamps also furnish peat, which may be called a half-mineralized vege-
table product. Most of the world's coal appears to have been formed in
ancient swamps which were part of the earth's inland waters.
Salt lakes also furnish rock salt, such as is obtained by leading the
water of the Dead Sea into little ponds along the shore and there letting
the hot sun evaporate it. Such water also yields rarer minerals, like
potash, which is found abundantly in many litde lakes in western
Nebraska. At Searles Lake in southern California a potash brine is
pumped out of a mass of salt that looks like melting ice on which stand
pools of pale pink water. Many important salt deposits, such as those
deep down in the earth near Syracuse, N. Y., and under Detroit in
Michigan, were laid down millions of years ago in salt lakes that were
gradually drying up. Stassfurt, a hundred miles southwest of Berlin,
is the most famous place of this kind. Its deposits have an area of
more than 100 square miles. They are so rich in potash and other rare

